Dr. Eden Stein is a teacher at Worthington Hooker School in New Haven, CT, and participated in the Connecticut Writing Project’s Summer Institute around 20 years ago. It was not long after her participation in the Summer Institute that Dr. Stein was made aware of the National History Day project by a colleague.

According to the National History Day site, The National History Day Project is, “A non-profit education organization …. [that] offers year-long academic programs that engage over half a million middle- and high-school students around the world annually in conducting original research on historical topics of interest.”

Dr. Stein was immediately intrigued by the project, but felt that it may have been an undertaking beyond her own capabilities. Though, when Dr. Stein learned more about the program she became passionate about implementing it in her classroom.

An element of the project that influenced her decision to become involved was that the project was theme based. Students could decide how to present their projects, and how to get their projects to fit within the theme. Dr. Stein says she feels that student choice is extremely important within a classroom, a principle she credits to the Summer
Institute along with some of her best practices she uses today. She felt the National History Day project exemplified student choice.

An additional factor that convinced Dr. Stein to pursue the implementation of the project was that students would be able to learn about topics they may have not typically been taught. Student involvement in the project is a long and very rigorous process, which Dr. Stein believes is extremely valuable. Though, with this factor in mind she encourages students to research a topic they are genuinely passionate about or interested in because they will be spending so much time working on the topic.

The idea of the project is great, but figuring out how to actually get students involved in the classroom is a new challenge she was going to have to figure out. Students spend a lot of time in the classroom selecting their topics, and then doing extensive amounts of research for the projects. A part that Dr. Stein enjoys with having the students work on their projects in class is the students for the first time get to see how their subjects can interact. For example, the students will work with the Library Media Specialist to use the databases, or receive mini lessons in language arts, and use areas of science in their collection of historical data. Students often don't get the opportunity to work on one project across multiple subject areas, and this project allows students to pull knowledge from several different areas to make one cohesive piece.

Throughout the years, Dr. Stein has been able to see how her students have felt about the project. Of course, many students complain because it is a challenging and somewhat stressful process, but when they pursue a topic they love it makes the project seem less like work. Some students are motivated by the competition, but others are genuinely inspired by the project which she finds very authentic. While at the end of the day it’s for a competition, she enjoys the fact that the writing is so genuine. The students who are successful with their creative endeavors enjoy it immensely, and seeing students win is incredibly rewarding.

New Haven, the city in which Dr. Stein teaches, is incredibly diverse, and Dr. Stein has seen this diversity come alive throughout her students’ National History Day projects. When students pursue a project related to who they are and where they come from, they often write their strongest piece of writing. She recalled specifically two students, one who was Muslim and the other who part Israeli, the
two worked together in their ideas and research and turned out an amazing project with their joint effort. Dr. Stein encourages students to explore their unique backgrounds, and even explore local topics. Finding primary sources that may not be on the internet for a unique topic may set a student’s project apart, and encourage them to delve even deeper into the subject matter.

Dr. Stein understands it would be unrealistic to expect all students would be able to or want to participate in the project on the national level. Dr. Stein and her school host a mini fair to display all of the students’ projects. The fair allows all students to feel the reward of their hard work, and gives them the opportunity to choose if they would like to venture further with their project in the National History Day project.

Dr. Stein says her hope for students participating in the event is that they don’t fear research, and they approach it with an open mind because they might enjoy it. She believes that every topic has something interesting that the students can take away from it. She emphasizes the world is an interesting place with so much to learn about, and she hopes this project drives students to learn more about it.

Additionally, she hopes that students are able to see that things are a lot more accessible once you break them down. Looking at the project as a whole can be overwhelming, but when broken down each element that adds up to the whole is less intimidating. Dr. Stein recognizes that writing a research paper is scary, but when the students have help to break it down it’s easier to grapple with. She wants students to recognize that even once the research paper is done, the learning never really stops, and they should embrace the learning curve of the project.

Dr. Stein recommends any teacher who is considering implementing National History Day projects in their classroom to absolutely do it. She believes the project has so many benefits, and she is willing to be a resource to other teachers and schools as they begin implementing the project.

When giving her final remarks on the project, Dr. Stein said she truly loves the way the project brings students and teachers together. She has found the program incorporates so many of the principles she learned in the CWP Summer Institute. As a teacher, she finds it extremely rewarding to learn about so many of these topics from her students, and enjoys revisiting her students’ projects. Dr. Stein explains that being an English teacher in the times of so many things being virtual isn’t simple, but she feels that this
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To learn more about the National History Project, and how you can get involved click here.

To learn more about the CT History Day Project click here.